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About Laszlo Gaal
  Laszlo Gaal is the managing director and co-founder of Residency Bond Program 

  Ltd., a multi-award winning immigration advisory firm. Laszlo has led the company 

  since its inception in 2013. He has built it up from scratch and made it a highly 

  esteemed immigration advisory firm. Laszlo strives to make the clients’ life easier and 

  to help them in securing their family’s future.

  Laszlo is also a professional advisor and coach of an international law firm; he 

  contributed in establishing and make the firm an internationally acknowledged one. 

  He is convinced hat the “human factor” is the most important factor in business; 

  collaboration and friendliness are the main power of a prospering company. Laszlo 

  has gained experience in various fields of human relations. He is an expert in 

  communication and investor immigration advisory service among others.

Laszlo holds an MA in physics and biophysics and a PhD in biology. He is also a clinical psychodrama analyst and 

coach.

Areas of Expertise
• Business advice   •   Coaching   •   Communication   •   Human relations   •   Business Immigration

Firm Profile
Residency Bond Program Ltd is a leading independent 
service provider in the prospering field of business and 
investor immigration. The company works in close 
collaboration with wealthy individuals to identify 
and implement the best residency or citizenship by 
investment opportunity for each client.

The company markets its services exclusively over 
the Internet. It does not maintain sales-representative 
offices. Thanks to its robust online presence and 
frequent citation in online media, the company has 
built up a strong brand. The positive feedbacks and 
cross-references of clients has also led to a reliable 
brand.

As pioneers, the company has been concerned 
with the new Hungarian Residency Bond Program 
from the very first moment, since its inception. The 
company does not play the “expert advisor role” 
but simply collaborates. Understanding the clients’ 
underlying presumptions and desires is a prerequisite 
for an excellent professional service. Working closely 
together with its clients, the company aims to find the 
solution that satisfies most of their needs.

LASZLO GAAL, PhD.
Managing Director at Residency Bond Program Ltd.

Tel: +36 17004330   |   Email: l.gaal@residency-bond.eu
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